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Unwrapping

the Senior

Gift

by Sarah Tinsley
sarah.tinsley@covenant.edu

This year’s senior class gift is a
little out of the ordinary. Instead
of focusing on a tangible gift,
such as a bench or a collection of
DVDs, the class of 2011 is giving
the gift of money. Yet while some
individuals have contributed as
much as $300, the number of givers is low this year with only 25%
of the class giving thus far.

“Especially at Covenant, students
are hard pressed. They can be stingy
about giving money,” said senior
Josh Johnson. “There was also not
enough structure with the giving
so many seniors are probably just
planning on giving right before
graduation. The deadline wasn’t
stressed enough.”
There is also the factor of deciding which department to give
to. Johnson says he has switched

Nathan Foxton, ‘11, is the painter commissioned to create part of the senior gift

departments so many times that he
is not sure which to give toward.
Seniors will give monetary gifts
to the Annual Fund for this year’s
senior gift. All of the money will go
towards the Covenant Annual Fund
but will then be channeled towards
a specific department. Along with
the monetary gift, seniors can give
an anonymous note of appreciation to a specific professor. A gift
of artwork done by senior Nathan
Foxton will be presented to the

faculty as a whole.
The Alumni Association may
decide to match the gift in some
ratio with the amount given.
Some seniors are not entirely sold
on the class gift. “I don’t know if I
like the senior class gift because it
was billed as a tutorial for alumni
giving. We weren’t given the chance
to toss ideas around for what we
could do,” said senior Luke Mosher.
He plans to donate some movies
to add to the collection in Kresge

Library, as well as a book, but
he also said he might give to the
class gift as well.
This gift will be considered
each senior’s first alumni giving.
“We want to show seniors how
alumni funds are given to the
Covenant Annual Fund,” said
Tim Mahla, director of young
alumni. “Our goal is to begin the
education process on what giving
back to the college looks like,
continued on page 2
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Battling for Business
by Adrienne Belz
adrienne.belz@covenant.edu

The Tuck Shoppe, for the first time
ever, is renting 100% of the books
they offer.
At one time, many college bookstores depended on textbook sales
for profit. Up to 80% or more of the
Tuck Shoppe’s sales are in textbooks.
Now Amazon.com and Half.com
have become one-stop shopping

places for scrimping college students.
“I rarely buy books in the Tuck
Shoppe,” said sophomore Kristin Cole.
“Usually I go to Amazon or similar
sites because they’re much more reasonably priced. We spend a lot going
here to begin with and I just don’t have
the money to spend on books.”
Many students share Cole’s view.
“At times, it costs me one half to
one fifteenth of the price at the Tuck
Shoppe to buy a book on Amazon,”

said junior Paul Walters.
“If you want evidence for students
buying their textbooks online, just
go to the mail room,” said Becky
Strothers, who has worked in the
Tuck Shoppe for the last seven years.
Strothers estimated that textbook
sales have declined about 10% each
year in the past three to four years.
“Not selling all [the books] is a
continued on page 2
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Little Building, Big Task
Understanding what the alumni office is here to do
by Susanna Griffith
susanna.griffith@covenant.edu

On the third floor of the Probasco
Visitor Center, in an office filled with
old copies of the Tartan, graduation
coffee mugs and photographs documenting past Covenant memories, a
team is tasked with the responsibility to connect alumni to their alma
mater and encourage them to remain
engaged in the vision and mission at
Covenant, even years after graduating.
The alumni team is led by
Marshall Rowe, who has worked
with the alumni office since 1990.
Tim Mahla, Assistant Director of
Alumni, focuses on young alumni
and current students.
“The alumni office is here to
serve alumni,” explained sophomore Sarah Swygard, a work study
student in the office. “Alumni love
Covenant, and this office’s job is to
keep them aware of what’s going on
here and keep them connected to
Covenant’s mission and purpose.”
That purpose drives the alumni
office to build relationships with
graduates, inspiring them to continually engage and invest in Covenant. “We’re not interested in only
dollars,” Mahla clarified. “Recruitment, church involvement, career
networking, and prayer are all ways
that alumni can serve relevantly to
help the college advance.”
While the office focuses on graduates, the alumni team also endeavors

Gift

continued from page 1

what it is all about, what it goes
to, and how it works.”
“I think the senior gift is
personal and thoughtful and
makes a clear statement of student
support for the faculty,” said Jack
Beckman, Associate Professor of

TAD EVEARITT

to engage students while they are at
Covenant and make them aware of
how unique a Covenant education is
and how many factors and generous
gifts make this community a reality.
“Everyone has benefited from the
generous giving of others,” Rowe
explained. “Our job is to educate
students while they’re here to
understand the generosity of those
who help them go here.”
Each year, Covenant’s advancement
office raises $2.2 million, $600,000 of
which is donated by alumni. Together,
these donations enable Covenant to
continue existing. Even for students
paying the full sticker price, tuition
and fees only covers 61% of the costs
required to maintain Covenant.
“Another job,” Rowe said, “is reminding the students of the uniqueness of Covenant. The way we learn
here is different from the way learning happens anywhere else. We want
them to understand that.” Mahla
added, “Our mission at Covenant
College is to learn how to represent
Christ in all we do. We want alumni
behind that for the rest of their lives.”
One of the challenges they face is
convincing alumni to continue giving
to Covenant, even if they feel that
they have given enough already or are
still paying off student loans. Mahla
encourages students in this category to
“step back and think about what this
place stands for. The thought of not
supporting that is almost laughable.”
“Giving to Covenant College does

not [necessarily] mean giving significant amounts,” Rowe explained.
“A $25 gift is a significant gift to the
college because it increases our percentage.” Alumni giving at Covenant
has increased from 8% in 1990
to 33% in 2010. “Alumni Giving
percentage is really important to us
not because of the dollars raised but
because it’s one measurable way that
alumni can stamp their approval on
the education and experience they
received at Covenant,” Mahla said.
Large donors look at that percentage
and give more readily if indicators
show that alumni value the college
and consider it a worthy investment.

Future events students can look
forward to include Tuition Freedom
Day in March - marking the day that
tuition and fees stop covering expenses
and honoring the generous gifts of others - as well as a rumored Tim Mahla
appearance in Mountain Air.
Want to know more? The alumni
office is headquartered on the third
floor of the Probasco Visitor Center
and, according to Mahla, “We are
genuinely interested in what your
plans are for life, what you’re doing,
where you’re going, what God’s doing in your life. If you don’t believe
me, call me on it. I’d love to talk to
you about that too.”

Education.
“The senior class would like our
professors to feel appreciated for
the ways they have affected our
lives, so we will give to their departments with a note of appreciation,” said Jessica Weston, Senior
Class President. Weston hopes the
percentage of givers will increase as
people “get excited about this great
way for people to put their money

where they want it to go.”
The Covenant Annual Fund’s
goal this year is $2.2 million, with
a significant part raised by the
Alumni Association. The money
given by the seniors, while going
toward the Fund overall, will be
specifically designated to their
department of choice.
“We don’t really want your
money. We want your heart behind

what Covenant stands for. Once
your heart is behind it, the money
is an action that will naturally follow,” said Mahla.
As a tangible recognition of and
appreciation for the entire faculty,
a piece of artwork was commissioned to be hung in Brock Hall.
Nathan Foxton is working on the
painting and said he is eager to
hear ideas about what he should
paint.

Assistant Director of Alumni Tim Mahla

Faculty Quote of the Week

Books
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frustration but I know that you guys
need to save money,” Strothers said.
“If there are ten people in the class
I generally don’t order a hundred
percent of what’s in the class because
I know I won’t sell them all.”
The Nebraska Book Company,
which owns and leases out all of the
merchandise in the Tuck Shoppe, is
constantly trying to come up with
marketing techniques.
“I think [renting textbooks] will
raise the sales a little bit because the
students can save a little more money
upfront and then at the end of the
semester they don’t get anything
back, but at the same time they didn’t
spend more for it,” said Strothers.
A student rents a book at the
beginning of the semester for a
slightly or dramatically lower price
than it would cost to buy the book.
The student signs a receipt agreeing to a 10% processing fee if they
don’t return the book, in addition to
paying for the difference between the
renting cost and the buying cost if
the book isn’t returned.
“If the book is still considered in
our inventory, and it isn’t returned by
the end of the semester, we charge the
other part of the book,” said Strothers.
The affect of slower sales in the
Tuck Shoppe affects the workers too.
“A lot of times we don’t have enough
store time hours because sales are
down,” said Strothers. “If sales were
up we could have more people.”
Aside from renting books, Strothers said the Tuck Shoppe still sells
books - especially education books
because teachers like to keep their
books for reference, language books,
and many upper level course books.
In the future, Strothers sees the Tuck
Shoppe continuing to sell books as
well as rent them, but she also sees the
shop moving in the direction of selling
more access codes for work books and
other things rather than hard copies
of them. At this point, she says The
Nebraska Book Company has no
plans for shifting the sales focus from
textbooks to other merchandise.

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“I would take brand new poop any day over three-year-old poop.”
-Dr. Antonio Chiareli chronicles his experiences with reusable diapers
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Crossing Over to Jordan
Spend May term studying in the Middle East
by Laura Childers
laura.childers@covenant.edu

Imagine you are standing on the
top of a plateau leading down into
the Jordan Valley. On the horizon is
the oasis of Jericho. And as you look
out, you see it there before you:
The Promised Land.
Covenant College’s new May Term
in Jordan offers more than the glorious view from Mount Nebo. Education Professor Daphne Haddad and
Junior Education major Sara Schaaf
have partnered to organize a three
week trip to the Middle East filled
with first hand experiences.
In addition to gaining credit for
COR 325 (Global Trends) and
COR 337 (Intercultural Experience),
students will attend lectures at Jordan
Evangelical Theological Seminary,
tour biblical archaeological sites, network with local Christians, and learn
about the culture of Jordan. After
daily activities, they will return to an
apartment above a church in the heart
of the downtown capital of Amman.
Haddad and Schaaf hope the term
will attract a wide variety of students.
Although it may appeal to students
with interests in missions, Arab culture, or Middle Eastern politics, it is
open to anyone who wants to fill core
requirements while getting exposure
to a world outside the United States.
“It is really important for
Americans to spend time in another
country,” said Haddad. “It is not
enough to put cultural knowledge
into your head intellectually. It has
to be a lived experience.”
In addition to years of scholarship devoted to Islamic studies and
Middle Eastern languages, Haddad
has spent time in Pakistan, Egypt,
Lebanon, Iran, and Turkey.
However, the trip would not exist
if not for Sara Schaaf. “It is truly a
partnership,” said Haddad.
Schaaf lived her first 12 years
in Jordan as a missionary kid, and
many of her values are influenced
by Arab culture. She has a passion
for helping Americans understand
the realities of the Arab world beyond current media representations.
“I think it is important to share
my story with other students,” said

Schaaf. “That way, they can have a
fuller picture of what God’s kingdom is like in all of its diversity.”
Schaaf was working with Haddad
in the Arabic language lab when she
proposed the idea for the May term.
Haddad was inspired.
“I was delighted when Sara
floated the idea. Because I teach
Global Trends in May anyway, it
segued nicely,” said Haddad.
“She got really enthusiastic about

it,” said Schaaf. “She said that she
would be the faculty representative
and spokesperson if I would be willing to organize it.”
Since then, Schaaf has been in
regular contact with Chris Dawson,
a Church History professor at Jordan Evangelical Theological Seminary. Dawson worked with Schaaf ’s
father at the Seminary before her
family moved to South Africa. Now,
Dawson is helping Schaaf customize
SCOTT ZOE

an itinerary for the team. A specialist in biblical archeology, he plans
to conduct the on-site tours.
Together, Schaaf and Haddad
have organized the details of the
trip with the support of the Administration as well as the Director of
Experiential Studies, Jason Lehn.
With each step of faith, they have
been encouraged by an open door.
“We make plans, but it is always
Inshallah. (Arabic: God-willing.)
I think we have felt sure of God’s
guidance up to this point and from
that we move on,” said Haddad.
The recent crises in Tunisia and
Egypt have caused some to fear that
there may be political turmoil in
Jordan’s future. On Jan. 28, 3,000
protesters gathered in downtown
Amman to demand better standards
of living. The following Tuesday,
Jordan’s monarch, King Abdullah
II, fired his cabinet and appointed
a new prime minister to carry out
“true political reforms.” Although
Abdullah has overturned his government eight times during his reign,
this is the first time he has done it to
appease the public.
However, Haddad said they don’t
believe they will be flying in to any
danger. Jordanians are known for
their loyalty to the Hashemite monarchy. In addition, they are comfortable
around foreigners and appreciative
of the money that they bring into
the economy. Regardless, Schaaf and
Haddad are keeping updated about
the situation in Jordan, and would
not travel if serious unrest occurred.
“Three weeks ago no one would
have predicted this upheaval in the
Middle East,” said Haddad. “First
Tunisia, now Egypt. Jordan is like
but also unlike Egypt. It is a monarchy, but who knows? But then what
do any of us know what is going to
happen to us tomorrow? We live by
faith day by day.”
Haddad and Schaaf have recruited a minimum amount of students
to make the trip feasible, but there
is still room for more enrollment.
“The more the merrier! After all,
we are talking about the Middle
East here. Deadlines are negotiable,”
said Haddad. “At least explore the
possibility and see if God opens the
door. It costs money, but the return
on the investment will be lifelong.”

4 Arts

Cut Copy’s Zonoscope
by Austin Humbles
austin.humbles@covenant.edu

Anyone who has ever attended an
eighties-themed skate party can
attest to our generation’s longstanding fascination with an era that
came and went before most of us
were born. But a quick scan of the
skating rink reveals that there are a
lot of influences at play that have
nothing to do with Sixteen Candles
or Thriller. What the average 18-21
year old thinks of as “eighties” is
actually a hazy blend of pop culture
culled from almost three decades
of movies, television, and music
that were created between the late
sixties and early nineties. It’s not
genuine, but in many ways
this version of the Reagan era
is more fun than the original. Mullets and leg warmers are far more charming
when they come without
the Cold War.
This faux-eighties
aesthetic has particularly
influenced the music of
the last decade. LCD
Soundsystem owes a lot
to Talking Heads, not to
mention disco, funk, and
punk from the same time
period. Other acts, such
as Daft Punk or Neon
Indian, frequently create
songs that borrow from a
broader range of sources but
nevertheless evoke a fuzzy AM
radio nostalgia that undeniably places them in the same
category of “eighties-ish.”
Cut Copy is one such group.
Originally the solo project of Australian DJ Dan Whitford, the band
has always specialized in a highly
distilled version of 80s pop geared
specifically for the dance floor.
Whitford first released an EP titled I
Thought of Numbers in 2001, before
he recruited the other members of
the group. It was a gloriously lo-fi
showcase of his prowess with a sequencer that hinted at a great deal of
potential. The songs lacked structure
and polish, but they made up for
their repetition and one-line lyrics
with sheer catchiness.
With the addition of a drummer
and a guitarist, Cut Copy trans-

formed from solo effort to fullfledged band. They released their
debut full-length Bright Like Neon
Love in 2004, and the difference
was striking. Whitford was still relying on his DJ instincts to construct
catchy hooks, but standout tracks
like “Future” and “Saturdays”
were much more sophisticated than his earlier
work. The lyrics
lacked
depth,
but

lines
like
“When
I’m looking
for you/ I call your
number but I can’t get
through” could be excused when
they were paired with an infectious
guitar riff and a healthy dose of
hand claps.
Cut Copy may have begun as a bedroom project, but they have consistently trended toward cleaner production
and a more anthem-like sound since

their debut. Their sophomore album
In Ghost Colors was released in 2008,
and it represented a huge leap forward
for the band in terms of depth and
quality. Singles “Lights and Music”
and “Hearts on Fire” continued the

band’s
tradition of contagious dance-floor
jams, but the album saw Cut Copy
moving away from pure eightiesinfluenced synthpop toward a sound
that took its rhythmic cues from
disco music. Whitford’s abilities as a

songwriter were noticeably improved,
resulting in lyrics that carried a surprising amount of emotion.
Their newest release, Zonoscope,
builds on that progress. It’s their
most refined effort yet, and perhaps
their most complex. While the
album still features plenty
of vintage Cut Copy
dance tracks, it
draws on
a more
ex-

pansive musical palette.
All of the classic
ingredients are there: shamelessly replicated snippets from New
Order, Duran Duran, and even U2
are seamlessly blended with house
music and disco beats. But compared
to Cut Copy’s other work, Zonoscope
sounds more like music made by a
band instead of a computer. This
human element particularly shows

on opener “Need You Now,” which
puts Whitford’s voice in the foreground. “I know we’re going crazy /
But I need you now” he sings in the
chorus, displaying more vulnerability
than ever before.
Stylistically, Zonoscope explores
new territory. “Take Me Over” is an
apparent nod to fellow Australians
Men At Work, inviting comparison
to their 1981 hit “Down Under.”
Real instruments are more present
on the album, and the presence of
a newly added bassist is particularly
noticeable on “Blink And You’ll
Miss A Revolution.” Several songs,
such as “This Is All We’ve Got,”
are completely driven by guitar.
Played keyboards are frequently favored over sequenced
synthesizers. The electronic
sounds that do get used
are more natural, such as
the xylophone, harpsichord, or strings.
Zonoscope is remarkably even, shying away
from the interludes
and filler tracks found
on other Cut Copy
records in favor of
full-length pop songs.
Even the fifteen minute long closer “Sun
God” manages to stay
interesting, transitioning from pop song
to a slow-burn house
track. But “Pharaohs
& Pyramids” is perhaps
the album’s most striking
success, a model Cut Copy
dance-floor groove that layers
synthesizer loops over a four-four
beat. The lush sounds reach a fever
pitch when the tempo speeds up near
the end of the song, finishing with
a guitar riff that would make New
Order proud. It’s in the same grain
as their earlier singles, but this track
ultimately reveals just how far Cut
Copy has come.
Cut Copy certainly isn’t a household name in the US, but Zonoscope
is a worthy attempt to remedy that.
It’s a mature effort from a band that
has consistently improved on their
own tried and true recipe, proving
that the fake eighties can often be
better than the real thing.

Arts
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PRODUCTION AND PASSION

JAMES BLAKE’S NEW ALBUM
by Joe Dodd
joe.dodd@covenant.edu

Up and coming producer James
Blake has been making big waves in
the electronic music scene over the
past year. The 22-year-old Englishman released three EPs in 2010
alone—now that’s some serious
work. While each EP is different in
style, each release builds on the last.
From straightforward dubstep on
The Bells Sketch, the sampled, shifting R&B bass music on CMYK,
to the blend of soulful vocals and
minimal arrangements on Kalvi-

erwerke, 2010 saw an amazing body
of work from Blake. Expect to have
your paradigm for electronic music
rearranged by Blake in 2011.
His self-titled release dropped
last week, and it dropped like a
bomb. The album is starkly beautiful and playfully soulful. Blake has
thrown a unique twist on electronic
music, and the product is heartfelt,
evocative, and introspective. In a
genre that errs on the side of trite
re-works of the latest trend, it’s refreshing to hear something sincere
and meaningful. But more than
that, this album is just plain good.
The first single, “The Wilhelm

Scream” begins with a simple
reverberated drum line, with long,
melancholy synth chords over top.
Blake’s distant vocals come in with
the lines “I don’t know about my
dreamin’ anymore.... / I’m fallin’
fallin’ fallin’ fallin’ / Might as well
fall in.” A slowly arpeggiated synth
enters with the next variation on
the lyrics, “I dunno about my love.”
Blake pierced my soul here. As the
entire song plunges into a nebulous
state of deep reverberation, Blake’s
voice is still distantly perceptible,
creating space for contemplation.
“Why Don’t You Call Me” begins
with Blake at the piano, slowly work-

ing through a stark, elegant dialogue
between voice and instrument. Blake
inquires, “Why don’t you call me /
what we both know I am?” The song
feels intimate, as if Blake has invited
us into his London flat and has sat
down to play this song. At 0:37 a
heavily reverberated vocal streak
runs through the track. From this
moment on the song feels as though
it is slowly unraveling. Blake’s own
sampled, cut, and pitch-shifted voice
repeats the questioning refrain.
“I Mind” complements “Why
Don’t You Call Me,” its lyrics picking up where its predecessor’s left
off. It sounds as if Blake is address-

by Walter Somerville
walter.somerville@covenant.edu

When California quartet Cold War
Kids exploded onto the scene in 2006
with their debut Robbers and Cowards,
they faced stiff competition from more
established artists. Somehow their
album managed to stand out, even in
comparison with a new Black Keys
album, Magic Potion, and a Grammy
nomination for The White Stripes’ Get
Behind Me Satan. Where The White
Stripes and The Black Keys reveled in
the stripped-down garage sound of a
band comprised of only two members,
The Cold War Kids explored fullbodied sounds, fleshed out by staccato
piano and halting, groovy bass lines.
With blustery, soulful vocals and a raw,
untamed sound, the band’s unique
style garnered them a strong following. Despite all of the hype the band
received, I was never able to progress
past the fantastic single “Hang Me
Out to Dry” from their first album.
Accessibility was obviously not their
priority; they were catering to a niche,
and that particular niche loved them.
Two albums and five years later, the

Mine is Yours
band has decide to venture beyond the
familiar territory of their past albums
into a new, more accessible sound.
Enter: Mine Is Yours.
The new album sees the band
teaming with esteemed producer
Jacquire King (Modest Mouse, Mute
Math), who smooths out much
of the rough-edged production of
previous records. This is replaced
by a refined, effects-driven sound,
reminiscent of The Kings of Leon’s

most recent album (also produced by
King). Mine Is Yours is a strong effort
from the band, despite this seeming
loss of originality.
Frontman Nathan Willett’s vocals
remain the most distinct part of
the band, and his voice has never
sounded better than it does on Mine
Is Yours. While retaining the raw
intensity of the vocals on Robbers
and Cowards and Loyalty to Loyalty,
Willett infuses melody with his

blues to fantastic effect. The song
“Bulldozer” in particular, showcases
his newly refined vocal chops. With
soaring verses leading up to an
anthem-like chorus, it dares you not
to sing along. Lyrically, however, the
band falls from the marvelous soulswagger of previous records. Too
often the lyrics tend towards cliche
laments of relationships and love lost
in lieu of the more down-to-earth,
everyday relateability of past songs.

ing an estranged friend or lover as
the lyric “I mind” slowly repeats at
intervals while another pitch-shifted and effects-laden vocal track
swirls in the background. This
track is Blake’s rhythm and bass
driven style at its best, and most
characteristic of his earlier releases.
Blake has made a lasting,
dynamic impact on a static genre.
He seamlessly joins electronic
production with genuine passion.
This release takes flight as Blake
gently introduces our tired ears to
music of a different sort.

The topography of the rest of the
album is comprised of an undulating
mixture of highs and lows. Much of
Mine Is Yours sits comfortably situated
slightly above sea level. However, there
are moments of utter brilliance that
tower over the rest of the album. The
U2-esque “Broken Open” sees Willett
engaging in a dispute with a parking meter amidst harmonious guitars
and a solid back beat. The emotion
is palatable and realistic, creating a
superb sense of catharsis. On the other
hand, the bombastic “Finally Begin,”
showcases the bands pension for slick
hooks and catchy rhythms.
Change is not always a bad thing,
though die hard fans of a band’s
signature sound may disagree. Change
encourages risk-taking, exploration of
new sounds, and, in the case of The
Cold War Kids, a much needed deviation from the done-to-death sound of
past efforts. Mine Is Yours feels fresh
even though the band wears their
influences on their sleeves. It’s not the
best album the band has produced,
but it is without a doubt the record
that new fans will gravitate towards.
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“Me First!”
by Mitch Prentis & Sam Bestvater
mitch.prentis@covenant.edu
sam.bestvater@covenant.edu

Intro to the point/counterpoint
Ethical Egoism, or Objectivism,
is an influential system of thought
promoted most notoriously by
philosopher Ayn Rand. Most fundamentally, ethical egoism provides a
system that encourages people to act
only in their own best interest. This
system is closely tied to laissez-faire
capitalism. Ethical egoism is here
discussed by Mitch Prentis (for) and
Sam Bestvater (against).
Pro - Mitch Prentis
Whenever the topic of ethical egoism
has been treated before in the Bagpipe,
it has been written off as immoral,
un-Christian, and flat out wrong.
This seems to be an unfair and hasty
diagnosis of a subject that we appear
unwilling to actively engage.
Granted, the position has been held
by some notorious thinkers in the
past, perhaps most notably Ayn
Rand, of Atlas Shrugged and The
Fountainhead fame. While it is
clear that Rand’s writing is
in reaction to the continental philosophical movements
of her time,
and often
seems to err
on the side of
hyperbole and
excess, it does
not mean that
her views do
not hold some
truth and value,
particularly in the
realm of governmental and economic
systems.
Ethical Egoism states
that it

is both rational and right for human
beings to act in their own self interest;
we are beholden to none and a person’s achievements are theirs alone.
Rand builds her system of politics
and personal ethics on the principle of
human selfishness. She recognizes that
there is something inherent in human
nature that causes people to look out
for their own best interest. Rand believes that this pursuit enables us to live
lives worthy of our rational faculties.
Rand’s philosophy stems from the
idea of “self ownership.” According
to self ownership a people are not
accountable to any other person for
their actions, and have a right to the
efforts and products of their own
hands. There is no humanly defined
force or communally derived
normative virtue that requires us to
give of ourselves for others.
In pursuing their own best interests,
people flourish and create a society that
is grander than any other, buoying society with their success. While society’s
rise is neither their motivation nor their
goal, both happen as a result of their
efforts to better themselves.
The moral imperative of
ethical

Students Mitch Prentis and Sam Bestvater face off

a point/counterpoint debate
on Ayn Rand’s ethical egoism

egoism is that we seek only our own
self-interest, because it is impossible
and paternalistic for us to know what
another rational being wants better
than they know themselves. Rand carries this ideology into politics and economics, stating that the best system is
one that facilitates this self-ownership
most effectively, allowing us to be the
masters of our own affairs.
As Christians, we can take issue with
this ethical imperative to look out only
for ourselves; clearly we are called to
have compassion for our brothers and
to look to the needs of others. While
I heartily agree with these virtues on
a personal level, it seems foolish to
pursue governmental systems that
mandate people live by a code that
they do not recognize or adhere to.
Christian Ethics are founded on
divine authority. If this divine authority is not recognized, the Christian
ethic loses it normative force. In a
world where the Christian imperative
is not recognized, it is foolhardy to
implement a governmental system
that can only stand when a specific
ethical authority is recognized.
Ethical egoism on the other hand,
allows for individual human flourishing and personal acts of faith and
Christian virtue. Ethical Egoism is
the wisest and most rational choice
for governments in a pluralistic and
secular world.
Con - Sam Bestvater
Ayn Rand’s Objectivism starts with a
basic truth—humans are inherently
selfish. As Christians, we certainly
agree with this. But Rand goes further—not only are humans naturally selfish, but selfishness itself
is a virtue and man’s chief end
is to glorify himself. Altruism is worthless, even evil.
Rand envisions political
and economic systems
built on laissez-faire
capitalism,
wherein man

is free to live only for himself. The
greater society should be unimportant to him, though its increase will
become a natural byproduct of his
drive. As Mitch Prentis likes to point
out, a rising tide lifts all the boats.
The problem is, it doesn’t. If an
industrialist, for example, is truly
looking out for his own interests, he
will do whatever he can to maximize
his profits, taking advantage of both
the consumers and his workers if it
benefits him. He will do whatever he
can get away with. He will only treat
workers and consumers well if he is
influenced by some imposed law or
outside moral code, both of which
Rand rejects. Ethical Egoism sets up
selfishness as the only source for morality. Stripped of all pretense, it instructs
us to look out for number one and let
the rest of the world burn.
As Christians, such a heartless
system should alarm us. Prentis
recognizes this. He argues, however,
that our society does
not share our
religion,

and that we should not force society
to share our morality. If Christians
want to look out for society’s weak,
they can do it privately. Unfortunately, Objectivism is not just a political or economic system. It entails
an entire set of values.
As Christians, we agree that
humans, in their fallen state, are
inherently selfish. If we go so far as to
accept selfishness as a virtue we come
into tension with Jesus’ instructions
to clothe the naked, heal the sick, and
visit the imprisoned. We are forced
into a monstrosity of a worldview that
encourages our base fallen inclination to
seek personal gain, but then asks us to
momentarily deny those desires and be
charitable. This is an impossible task. If
our instructions here on earth are to reflect the love of Christ by providing for
the needs of others, then our political
and economic values should also work
toward that goal.
Objectivism is a perfectly reasonable system in a world with no
morality, but we don’t live in that
world. We cannot accept a
system that holds up selfishness as a virtue, when our
responsibility is to do
the work of Christ in
redeeming creation and
undoing the effects of
the Fall. We should
instead work to create a
new system that encourages altruism and love.
Jesus said: “If anyone
would come after me, let
him deny himself and take
up his cross and follow me.”
Rand would not be pleased.

ANNIE HUNTINGTON
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Social Insights from India
by Luke Granholm
luke.granholm@covenant.edu

I traveled to India last week to observe mission work and experience
the country in general. A multitude of feelings and thoughts run
through my mind as I look back
on the trip. For now, I want to
focus and reflect on the social intimacy of Indian culture. The nature
of everyday life in India provides
a stark contrast to the isolated
individualism of the United States.
A few images from my trip stand
out to demonstrate the intimacy
of Indian communities.
I looked out the windshield
of our taxi and saw a flood of
motorized rickshaws, motorcycles,
and a few small cars. There were
no lanes apart from the generally
understood two sides to the road.
Everyone was in a constant state
of merging. People and vehicles
pushed, honked, and yelled. The
scene was profoundly intimate.
Indians use honking to talk to
the drivers around them. While
American drivers honk to express
anger or alarm, Indian people use
it to let others know where they
are or to request to pass. Pedestrians hold out their hands to stop
cars while they march out into
moving traffic. Even the traffic in
India reflects the dynamic social
nature of the Indian people.

There are also strong verbal signs
of the social interconnectedness of
the culture. “Once you get an Indian talking, it will be hard to stop
him,” one of our guides warned
us. Walking the streets of Hyderabad and Delhi, I experienced how
forward and communicative many
Indian people are. “Hawkers” selling cheap jewelry and postcards run
up and walk in step with you, practically breathing down your neck
while telling you how much your

sister or girlfriend would love the
necklace they’re selling. Some offer
you free things, saying, “You are my
brother, this is a gift.” Or they may
offer a personal plea: “Please, I am
going to school, I need to pay my
teacher.” They always invite active
communication. Granted, these
people are trying to sell me something. Nonetheless, the personal
flavor of the marketplace is another
attestation to an intimate culture.
Along the streets there were always

groups of people together laughing,
haggling, waving, and pointing at
the Americans. Old men come out
of their house and start card games
on mats beside the street. To walk
virtually anywhere, you must push
away the hands of beggars and step
over cripples. Indian culture is in
your face, talking, smiling, and bowing. It is a sea of interaction. Your life
is intricately intertwined with your
neighbor whether he is on the street,
in a shop, or sleeping in a tent next
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to a trash heap.
The interwoven nature of Indian society ought to challenge us to
evaluate our American individualism. Wealth seems to be a major
cause of contemporary individualism in America. American families
usually have enough money to
own one or two cars. Compare
that to an Indian family of four or
more on a motorcycle (a common
occurrence). America is full of
huge supermarkets where we can
find whatever we want for a stable
price. We attach status to our
wealth and hesitate to open conversations with people we don’t
know. We retreat to our computers and air conditioned homes
to eat, work, and sleep. Indian
people don’t have the financial
resources to separate themselves
from those around them.
Experiencing the Indian culture
and then reflecting on my own
cultural climate has caused me to
worry that as an American, I have
traded social intimacy for independence and security. My experience
there has compelled me to embrace
interaction instead of seclusion.
Take out the earbuds and have a
conversation. Maybe it’s easier for
me to drive down to a party when
its convenient for me, but why not
carpool instead? Simple, conscious
efforts like these can create a more
intimate community.

Anti-Americanism? A Response to Ben Scott
by Brenda Nelson
brenda.nelson@covenant.edu

The issue of anti-Americanism
brought up by Ben Scott’s recent
Bagpipe article lacks a nuanced
understanding of the American government. Mr. Scott claims that the
spirit of anti-Americanism is alive
on this campus (in the classroom
and beyond). He defines antiAmericanism as an attitude that
sees America as an “aggressor and
oppressor in the world.” However,
his main argument against this
spirit is that America is the land
of opportunity, where democracy
flourishes at home. What Mr. Scott
is seeing in our classrooms is not

anti-Americanism, but criticism of
our government’s foreign policy.
I agree that our government is
unique in the way it governs domestically–in that way, America is exceptional. While I am gladly a citizen of
the United States, I am not proud of
our actions in other countries. I am
ashamed of our history of promoting
democracy through rhetoric while
using force to uphold autocratic and
oppressive regimes across the world.
My main complaint towards Mr.
Scott’s argument is his conflation of
anti-Americanism with being against
America’s foreign policy. Criticism
of a particular aspect of government
is not an attack on America as a
whole. Just because I disagree with

US foreign policy does not mean I
do not like American government
(or other aspects of America).
The current situation in Egypt
with former President Hosni
Mubarak, who was a US ally for
decades, is one of many examples
of the US supporting oppressive regimes. The US government should
learn from this lesson and stop
using force to “promote national
interests” abroad and stop manipulating other nations’ economies in
the name of “free” markets.
Mr. Scott admits that we have
made mistakes as a country, but
counters by saying that America has
provided aid to other countries and
has participated in defensive wars

against threatening nations like Nazi
Germany. That record does not give
us an excuse to keep promoting our
paternalistic agenda abroad today.
Mr. Scott argues that we must
“face the truth” that our country
is the best, but his argument for
American exceptionalism only holds
true domestically. We have the
privilege of criticizing our government and seeing results, and we are
blessed with a free market economy
at home. Criticizing America’s affairs
abroad is entirely different from
criticizing its domestic ones.
Is questioning our government
really anti-American? Or is it right
to willingly face our governments
mistakes for the sake of reform? There

are right and wrong ways to criticize,
and I will be the first to admit that I
sometimes speak before I think. I am
sure that I do not express my gratitude
for our domestic privileges enough.
Mr. Scott states that anti-Americanism is a “danger facing our country and our values.” How is criticism
of government policy “one of America’s greatest problems?” Being able
to protest our government’s policy
is one of our greatest assets. The real
danger facing America is a failure to
realize our mistakes abroad. It is right
to criticize and push for reform. That
is the lifeblood of American democracy and “exceptionalism.”

8 Sports

Play Ball!
by David Pifer

Taylor Oldham squares up for the pitch

david.pifer@covenant.edu

GARRETT REID

Home Wins

On the Up

After the women’s basketball team surpassed the men’s team in victories this past week by
claiming its fifth win of the season - and fourth straight at home - against Rust College, the
men’s team did all it could do come senior night to draw things level: beat Lagrange. The
basketball teams weren’t the only programs to win at home over the week, either, as the baseball team also won by sweeping Berea College 7-0 and 4-3 last Saturday.

A Father’s Pride
Coach Simons saw his son Brian record a save from the mound in the 4-3, second game
victory over Berea on Saturday. His son’s performance wasn’t the only thing to be proud of,
though, as regular pitchers Tyler Smith, Demarius Johnson, Shane Ludwig, Andre Glover,
and Wes McDowell also had stellar innings on the mound.

The Covenant College baseball team picked
up right where it left off last season by defeating the Berea College Mountaineers 7-0 and
4-3 this past Saturday afternoon.
After posting an impressive 21-21 record in
2010, the Scots entered this 2011 season looking
to raise the bar above five hundred for the first
time in recent school history. Said junior James
Rollins, “Last year this program had a good
season and took a step in the right direction, but
we’ll be looking to do even better this year.” And
indeed, the Scots took that crucial first step on
Saturday by riding powerful pitching and opportunistic hitting to season opening victories.
Junior pitcher Tyler Smith started on the
mound in game one for Covenant, and quickly
set about reinforcing his professional-prospect
status by striking out five batters and giving up
zero runs through the first three innings. Fellow
pro-prospect and junior Demarius Johnson was
equally impressive when he took over in the
fourth, tossing five strikeouts himself to maintain the shutout through six. Junior Shane Ludwick continued the trend when he entered in
the seventh to close things out. After the game
finished 7-0, the Covenant pitchers had accumulated 11 strikeouts and given up no runs
in the seven inning game. Said Smith, “The
pitching staff did a great job today. We attacked
the zone and challenged their hitters. Getting
ahead in the count is something we emphasize,
and we did a good job of that today.”
Junior pitcher Andre Glover continued to
lead the charge from the mound in game two,
as he struck out three batters before giving way
to junior Wes McDowell. McDowell gave up
two runs, though, and saw Covenant’s lead
slip to 4-3 under his watch. Sophomore Brian
Simons was on hand to enter the game with
one out remaining in the sixth, though, and

On the Down

recorded the save by giving up zero runs
in the seventh. The Scots strong pitching
performance came on a day when the opposition’s was in stark contrast. Berea’s game
one starter Brian Hill endured a miserable
first three innings on the mound, hitting 6
Covenant batters and giving up 5 earned
runs. His relief, Trey McMillan entered the
game and only proved to be marginally better, as he surrendered 2 runs himself.
In order to win baseball games a good defense is important, but it is the offense who
ultimately puts the points on the board, and
the Scots managed to do just that by scoring
11 combined runs on the afternoon. In
game one, junior Jonathan Carter went twofor-two from the plate and batted in 2 runs
while sophomore Sterling Witt, junior Harrison Fisher, sophomore Kurtis Wiles, and
James Rollins brought in a runner apiece.
Rollins’ skill at home plate continued into
game two, where he hit the crucial single that
brought in two runners for the eventual, gamewinning third and fourth runs. Heavy-hitting
junior Taylor Oldham – last years homerun
leader – also stepped up in the second game,
going three-for-three and smashing a homerun
deep over the left field fence. Oldham nearly
doubled his tally later in the game, but his powerful hit stayed foul. “Our pitchers stepped up
today and we had some key hits,” said a belated
Rollins after the game. “It was a fun day.”
The Scots will now be hoping the fun and
success carries over to next Saturday, when
they host Emory and Henry College for
another doubleheader at 12:00 P.M. And
if the last season and last weekend’s results
are a sign of things to come, then the Scots
should be well-equipped to continue the
winning streak into next Saturday and beyond. “Our team has great chemistry,” said
freshman David Lockwood. “I’m excited to
see what we will be able to do this year.”

Basketball’s Others

Hopefully the campus has seen the last of the ice and snow as spring temperatures begin to
take over. The warm weather will surely be welcomed by members of the baseball, softball,
golf, and tennis teams as they begin their seasons.

Away Woes
The tennis teams got off to a rough start last Saturday with dual losses to Berry College. The
women were able to put up a spirited, hard-fought effort in a close 4-5 loss, but the men were
overcome by a 1-8 defeat that saw senior number one Josh Jeremiah win the men’s only match
of the day. The basketball teams also struggled on the road last week, losing three games between the two of them to make for a combined 3-23 record away from home this season.

